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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new optimization algorithm utilizing the
texture feature and correlation of adjacent frames for newly proposed video
standard High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC). For intra prediction, the
complexity of pictures’ texture to perform different levels of simplification on
Most Probable Mode (MPM) selection is scaled. For inter prediction, current
Coding Unit (CU) depth information with that information of temporally
adjacent frame’s co-located CU is initialized. Experimental results show that the
proposed algorithm improves the efficiency of encoder with more than 30
percent of encoding time decreaseand nearly negligible increment in bit-rate.
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1 Introduction

The previous standard H.264/AVC achieves superior compression performance for
ordinary definition video sequences. And HEVC standard [1] comes up to increase the
efficiency when coding high definition video contents. However, concerns about high
computational complexity that HEVC standard’s tedious encoding process bring raise
in real-time applications.

As the main process of encoding, prediction process of intra is quite diffirent from
inter. Unlike inter prediction construting prediction units through motion estimation
and motion compensation [2], intra prediction traverses all the prediction modes to pick
out the best one to build blocks which are used in subsequent process. In order to
reduce the complexity that traversing all the intra prediction modes brings, MPM is
used to pre-processing all the modes using STAD [3] model in HEVC, it can reduce the
range of candidate modes. In this paper, R-D cost [4] in STAD model is calculated as

Jmode ¼ SATD SADð Þ k� Bpred ð1Þ

where Jmode denotes the R-D cost of current mode, SATD denotes the sum of absolute
values of the value from the Hadamard transform of distortions between prediction
samples and original samples [5]. λ denotes a multiplier corresponding to Quantization
Parameter (QP) and Picture Order Count (POC) of the slice current CU located in. Bpred

indicates the number of bits cost when coding frame index.
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During the R-D cost calculate process described above, an array RdModeList is
created to temporally store all the modes in STAD ascending order. According to the
size of Prediction Unit(PU), the first 3 or 8 optimal modes in this array will be selected
as the first part of final candidate set. Then MPM process gets the two prediction modes
of PUs locating on the left and upside of current CU, and adds the two modes to the
final candidate set if they are not the same as the modes that already be selected. So the
final set of MPM is the fusion of the first 3 or 8 optimal candidates in RdModeList and
prediction modes of two spatial neighbors.

Slice include three components:I Slice, P Slice, and B Slice. Slice is divided into
numbers of CTU whose size is defined to be 64 × 64. A CTU will be recursively
divided into four sub-CUs until its best splitting judged by R-D cost. Basic unit used
for carrying the information in the prediction process is called PU. For inter prediction
process, CU may be predicted with one or more PUs depending on 8 different partition
modes. The one with the minimum R-D cost is chosen as optimum mode, which is
calculated as

Jmode ¼ SSDluma þ wchroma � SSDchroma þ k� Bmode ð2Þ

where SSDluma and SSDchroma denote the Sum of Squared Differences (SSD) between
the original blocks and the reconstructed blocks of the luma and chroma parts,
respectively. wchroma is the weighting factor. Bmode specifies the bit cost of mode
decision, and λ denotes the Lagrangian multiplier.

The CU size decision is recursively performed on the quad-tree. We denote a CU in
the depth i as CUi. That means CU0 is the CTU, root of the quad-tree. CUs with the size
2 N × 2 N, N = 8; 16; 32 can be divided into four N × N CUs. For each CU size, to
judge whether a CU should be split or not, R-D costs are calculated in situation where
CU is un-split and split, respectively. The final R-D cost of CUi is calculated as

Jmin CUið Þ ¼ min J CUið Þun�split; J CUið Þsplit
� �

ð3Þ

where Jmin (CUi) denotes the minimal R-D cost of CUi. J (CUi) un-split and J (CUi) split

denote the R-D costs of current CU encoded in the un-split manner and the split
manner, respectively. J(CUi) split is the sum of R-D costs of the four sub-CUs or PUs in
the depth i + 1. During the splitting process of CTU, RDO technique described above is
performed recursively until all parts of a CTU find out optimum splitting with the
minimal R-D cost.

According to analysis described above, the proposed optimization algorithm
includes two parts: (1) Detailed simplified MPM algorithm cut down the number of
candidate modes for intra. (2) Simplified CU splitting algorithm achieves a compre-
hensive increase in coding efficiency with assistance modification of QP relationship
and Reference Frame Selection (RFS) mechanism for inter.
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2 The Proposed Algorithm

2.1 Proposed MPM Algorithm

HEVC performs 35 intra prediction modes including DC mode, planar mode and 33
angular modes. Among 35 intra prediction modes, DC and planar work well when
predicting pictures with abundant smooth areas. If a candidate mode is equal to DC or
planar, this partition corresponding to the candidate mode is supposed to be smooth. The
prediction directions are irregular and angles between them are likely to be quite wide.

In this paper, complexity level is defined to scale texture features of CUs, four
parameters consisting of first elements of STAD ascending ordered array RdModeList
denoted by R [0] and R [1], and two spatial adjacent CUs’ prediction modes denoted
by left and above. Figure 1 shows the complexity level process of current CU.

The complexity level decided by four parameters directly decides complexity level
of current frame. According to the number of candidate modes selected from array
RdModeList, optimized algorithm performs detailed different cutting down on the
candidate modes collection of each complexity level. To guarantee that proposed
algorithm dose not reduce prediction accuracy compared with previous algorithm,
number of modes in optimized candidate collection for every level is classified in detail
with plenty of experiments.

If any of these four parameters is equal to DC or planar mode, the proposed
algorithm classifies current CU into smooth texture complexity level, ranges from level
0 to level 2, and perform DC and Planar mode to be the major part of final candidates
collection.

In other cases when all the parameters are equal to angular mode, current CU is
classified into complex texture level, ranges from 3 to 5. To scale the CUs of complex
texture, we select the first two elements of MPM candidates array in STAD ascending
order as Group 1. When the two modes in Group 1 are all angular mode, the difference
between two modes’ index indicates the angle between two modes’ prediction direc-
tion. We try to figure out the probability distribution when threshold value for mode
index diffidence M is valued as 5,8,12 and 16, which corresponds to different angles.
This experiment is conducted on CUs selected from video sequence named Basket-
ballDrill, FourPeople, and BasketballDrive. These CUs are divided into two parts, half

Fig. 1. Complexity level decision process.
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of them whose average splitting depth is not smaller than 2.5 as Part 1 and the other
whose average splitting depth ranges from 1.5 to 2.0 as Part 2, denoting normal and
complex texture, respectively. The result is given in Table 1.

According to the results in Table 1, probability distribution indicates that when the
threshold value for difference between two compared modes’ index is set to be 8, it
achieves a balance in distinguishing normal and complex textured CUs compared to 5,
12 and 16. And the threshold 8 for index different corresponds to 45 degree for angle
according to the mapping of intra angular mode index and prediction direction. In this
paper 45 degree is chosen as the threshold angle to distinguish normal and complex
texture for CUs, as is shown in Fig. 2.

The difference between R[0] denoting RdModeList[0] and R[1] denoting
RdModeList[1] and the difference between left_mode and above_mode will be calcu-
lated to denote the angle between two angular modes’ prediction direction. If that
difference is bigger than the specific threshold value described above, current encoding
CU corresponding to these modes being compared will be judged as a higher access to
complexity level. Six complexity levels in proposed algorithm are described in Table 2.

Fig. 2. Normal and complex texture feature judgment rules.

Table 1. Threshold selection text result

Depth condition Avg_depth ≥ 2.5 1.5 ≤ Avg_depth ≤ 2.5
Threshold P(ΔM < TH) P(ΔM ≥ TH) P(ΔM < TH) P(ΔM ≥ TH)

5 11.58 % 88.42 % 67.22 % 32.78 %
8 13.36 % 86.64 % 85.64 % 14.46 %
12 29.02 % 71.98 % 86.46 % 13.54 %
16 48.20 % 51.80 % 87.02 % 12.98 %
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In Table 2, level denotes the complexity serial number. If a large serial number
indicates a more complex hierarchy. R[0], R[1], left, above denote four parameters
used to decide level. NumDC and NumPlanar denote the number of parameters whose
values are equal to DC and planar. Threshold denotes the integer mode difference value
reflecting threshold angle between two modes, and is set to be 8 in our work.
NumCandidates denotes the number of candidate modes selected. L and A is shorthand of
left_mode and above_mode. NC denotes no change from previous algorithm. And X
(N) denotes the directional adjacent angular mode of mode X (X can be A, L, R[0], R
[1]). Simplified rules for MPM mechanism is clearly shown. The proposed MPM
method can be described in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Optimized MPM algorithm. 

1. Input: current CU rpcCU, STAD R-D cost ascending 
ordered array RdModeList, spatial left PU’s prediction mode 
left_mode, spatial above PU’s prediction mode above_mode. 
2. Output: MPM final candidate set. 
3. Algorithm detail steps: 
Step 1: Judge the size of rpcCU, decide value of 
NumCandidates denoting number of selected candidates from 
RdModeList. 
Step 2: Get spatial left and above adjacent PUs’ prediction 
modes left_mode and above_mode, initialize array Preds. 
Step 3: RdModeList[0], RdModeList[1], left_mode and
above_mode decide the level in Table 1.
Step 4: Update the content of Preds according to complexity 
level. Merge Preds with specific elements of RdModeList 
into final candidate collection and remove repetitions. 

Table 2. Complexity level decision standard table

Level R [0] R [1] Left Above MPMs
NumCandidates = 3 NumCandidates = 8

0 NumDC + NumPlanar > = 3 Planar, DC,R[0]
1 NumDC + NumPlanar = 2 DC, Planar,

R[0,1]
DC, Planar,
R[0,1,2,3]

2 NumDC + NumPlanar = 1 DC, Planar,
R[0,1,2]

DC, Planar,
R[0,1,2,3,4,5]

3 | R[0]-R[1] | > = Threshold
| left-above | > = Threshold

NC

4 | left-above | < Threshold L,A,L(N),
A(N),R[0]

L,A,L(N),
A(N),R[0,1]

5 | R[0]-R[1] | < Threshold
| left-above | > = Threshold

L,A,
R[0](N),R[0]

L,A,R[0](N),
R[1](N),R[0,1]
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2.2 Proposed CU Splitting Algorithm

Texture features of pictures may be one of main factors which influence cost and depth
of splitting process. Many experiments indicate complex textured CUs always need
precise splitting with small size sub-CUs, which means splitting depth of these pictures
is always equal to 2 or 3. In contrast, CUs with simple texture perform a smaller
partition depth 0 or 1 in most areas.

CU splitting process starts to divide CU from a depth called start splitting depth.
And CU splitting process end with a depth called end splitting depth. Values of depth
ranges from 0 to 3 corresponding to different sized CUs.The default value of start
splitting depth is 0 and default value of end splitting depth is 3 as defined.

Our work takes influence of QP into consideration of depth correlation of adjacent
frames. If the start splitting depth of current CU depthstart with minimum depth of
temporally previous co-located CU, depthstart minus 1 under these situations that depth
relationship is not conform to QP relationship, which can be described as

depthstart nð Þ ¼ depthstart nð Þ � 1; if QP nð Þ[QP n� 1ð Þ depthstart nð Þ[ Avg depth n� 1ð Þð Þ
depthstart nð Þ; otherwise

�
ð4Þ

The first correction in optimized algorithm is the start splitting depth correction
according to Eq. (4). And in consideration of the poor correlation of adjacent frames’
maximum depth, limit condition is set as Eq. (5), trying to narrow the scope of
maximum depth optimization to reduce the loss of splitting accuracy.

level R 
[0]

R 
[1] 

left above MPMs 
NumCandidates =3 NumCandidates =8 

0 NumDC+NumPlanar >= 3 Planar, DC,R[0] 
1 NumDC+NumPlanar = 2 DC, Planar, 

R[0,1] 
DC, Planar, 
R[0,1,2,3] 

2 NumDC+NumPlanar = 1 DC, Planar, 
R[0,1,2] 

DC, Planar, 
R[0,1,2,3,4,5] 

3 | R[0]-R[1] | >= Threshold 
| left-above | >= Threshold 

NC 

4 | left-above | < Threshold L,A,L(N), 
A(N),R[0] 

L,A,L(N), 
A(N),R[0,1] 

5 | R[0]-R[1] | < Threshold 
| left-above | >= Threshold 

L,A, 
R[0](N),R[0] 

L,A,R[0](N), 
R[1](N),R[0,1] 

Temporally previous co-located [6] CU’s depth information includes minimum,
maximum, and average splitting depth. min_pre_dpt is used to initialize start splitting
depth of current CU, avg_pre_dpt is used for judgment that decide the value of some
other variable, and max_pre_dpt is used for maximum depth optimization. Here,
flag_m is defined to decide whether maximum depth optimization should be applied or
not, it is defined as

flag m ¼ scale [ ¼ 1 j j preQP\ currQPð Þ&max pre dpt\3 ð5Þ

where preQP denotes the temporally previous co-located CU’s QP and currQP denotes
QP of current CU. If preQP is smaller than currQP, average depth of current CU is
smaller than the temporally previous co-located CU. In this case, maximum depth
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optimization can be applied. And scale denotes the value of scale value of the distance
between avg_pre_dpt and max_pre_dpt and the distance between avg_pre_dpt and
min_pre_dpt, calculated as

scale ¼ max� avg
avg� min

ð6Þ

where max denotes max_pre_dpt, min denotes min_pre_dpt, and avg denotes avg_-
pre_dpt. If flag_m is false, min_pre_dpt is used to initialize the start splitting depth of
current CU, max_pre_dpt will not be applied. If flag_m is ture, it indicates partitions in
smaller depth is more than those in larger depth, max_pre_dpt can be used to optimize
splitting process by stop splitting in advance when depth equals max_pre_dpt before it
increases to 3 as permitted.

In consideration that the fact many CUs’ maximum depth is 3 may limit the effect
of maximum depth optimization, the conditions that decide the value of flag_m set
threshold 1 for scale, which indicates that this maximum depth optimization only
performs when the number of sub-CUs whose depth is close to min_pre_dpt is more
than the number of sub-CUs whose depth is close to max_pre_dpt, which decreases the
loss of prediction accuracy that imprudent reduction of large depth precise splitting
lead to.

Meanwhile, we propose a limitation for B-Slice to avoid prediction error that CU
splitting optimization may lead to from RFS of HEVC. This condition is set to be
conducted every 16 frames as follow: select the first previous and backward reference
frame of current frame as pre_Pic and suf_Pic, respectively. Δdepthstart, Δdepthend and
Δdepthavg denote the difference of three depth information of pre_Pic and suf_Pic.

Experiments are conducted: three depth difference of the first previous and back-
ward reference frame Δdepthstart, Δdepthend and Δdepthavg are divided into 20 parts, and
weight value for every depth information is set ranging from 1 to 20 when sum of three
weight value is 20. At the same time, threshold for depth values is tested to range from
0 to 45 with 5 as interval. Results indicate that when weighting factor of these three
depth information is set 7, 10, 3 and threshold is set 25, and POC difference greater
than or equal to 4 as is shown in Eq. (7), it is calculated as

flag g ¼ 7� jDdepthstartj þ 10� jDdepthavgj þ 3� jDdepthendj � 25&jPOCpre Pic

� POCsuf Picj � 4

ð7Þ

if flag_g is true, the proposed method do not conducted. Otherwise, proposed CU
splitting optimization algorithm will be applied in encoding process. Here, Table 3
shows CU splitting optimization with QP, depth distribution and RFS correction.

Meanwhile, Algorithm 2 also show the proposed CU splitting for inter. Almost all
probabilities exceeding 90 % reveal depth correlation seems reliable with additional
conditions described above.
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Algorithm 2. Optimized depth traversing algorithm 

1. Input: current splitting depth uidepth, temporally previous 
co-located CU preCU , current CU rpcCU. 
2. Output: BestCU denoting best prediction block of rpcCU. 
3. Algorithm detail steps: 

Step 1: Get all depth and QP information of preCU. 
Step 2: Utilize minimum depth of preCU to initialize 

start splitting depth depth start. 
Step 3: Judge the value of flag_m according to Eq.(5). If 

flag_m is true, stop splitting process of rpcCU when uidepth 
equal maximum depth of preCU. 

Step 4: Recursively check best mode of sub-CUs to build 
BestCU until uidepth is equal to 0 again. 

This inter optimization algorithm performs from the second P or B slice to the end
of sequence. It mainly consist of four parts in summary: initialize splitting depth,
correct initial depth, judge and perform maximum depth optimization, and store current
CU’s depth information. The algorithm process of the whole optimization algorithm in
inter prediction can be described in algorithm.3.

Algorithm 3. Inter CU splitting optimized algorithm 

1. Input: current splitting depth uidepth, temporally previous 
co-located CU preCU , current CU rpcCU. 
2. Output: BestCU denoting best prediction block of rpcCU, 
the depth information of rpcCU. 
3. Algorithm detail steps: 

Step 1: Judge if SliceType of rpcCU and preCU are all P 
or B Slice, jump to Step2. Otherwise, algorithm 3 is not 
allowed, original algorithm performs instead. 

Step 2:  Judge if SliceType of rpcCU are B Slice, judge 
flag_g using Eq.(7), if flag_g is true, algorithm 3 is not 
allowed, original algorithm performs instead. If flag_g is 
false or SliceType of rpcCU are P Slice, Jump to Step3. 

Step 3: Correct depthstart in step 2 using Eq.(4). 
Step 4: Perform algorithm 2. 
Step 5: Judge if SliceType of rpcCU is not I Slice, store 

splitting depth information in rpcCU. 

Table 3. Depth correlation probability with all corrections

Probability
Sequence 

P( dptmin(n)>=dptmin(n-1) ) 
with formula (4) 

P( dptmax(n)<=dptmax(n-1) ) 
with formula (5) 

Basketball 
Drive 

22 93.12% 91.14% 
27 91.52% 90.78% 
32 89.28% 92.28% 
37 91.56% 93.52% 

Taffic 
22 89.30% 95.34% 
27 92.12% 91.56% 
32 94.72% 96.60% 
37 98.06% 95.14% 
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3 Experimental Results

The performance of the proposed optimization algorithm is evaluated by comparing
encoding time and image quality before encoding and after reconstruction, with ori-
ginal and proposed algorithm implemented on HM12.0 [7]. Benchmark recommended
by the JCT-VC [8] has listed experimental conditions which are widely used to
evaluate performance of video encoding standard. Original algorithm of HM12.0 and
HM12.0 with proposed algorithm applied is tested and results are recorded, respec-
tively.Experiments are conducted on PC installed with Intel Pentium CPU E6600
@3.06 GHz and 2 GB RAM.

The differences of image quality between proposed and pre-algorithm are measured
by the Bjontegaard difference bit-rate (BD-bitrate) and Bjontegaard difference PSNR
(BD-PSNR) [9] indicating the reduction of prediction accuracy, and the reduction of
encoding time is calculated using average saving time percentage (ASTP) in our paper
defined by:

ASTP ¼ Enc:TimeHM12:0 � Enc:TimeProposed
Enc:TimeHM12:0

� 100% ð8Þ

where Enc.TimeHM12.0 denotes the average encoding time through all the QP value of
original HEVC Reference Software HM12.0, and Enc.TimeProposed denotes the average
encoding time through all the QP value of HM12.0 with proposed algorithm applied in.

Test sequences with different resolutions are selected to measure the effect the
proposed algorithm produce on frames of different texture complexity. Experimental
results are given in Figs. 3 and 4. Figures 3 and 4 indicate the proposed algorithm
always achieve more than 30 percent reduction on encoding time with almost negli-
gible increase of BD-bitrate and decrease of BD-PSNR, even 40 percent reduction on
encoding time as well as less than 2 percent increase in BD-bitrate.

Experiment results seems indicate that no matter what definition encoding sequence
is, proposed algorithm always perform 30 percent to 40 percent reduction on encoding

Fig. 3. ASTP change with the increase of frame size
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time, averagely cutting down more than other optimizations that have been published in
public with 20 percent to 30 percent reduction. If prediction accuracy of BD-bitrate is
increased, it is not good in generally achieving 0.8 percent to 1.8 percent compared
with other optimizations averagely range from 0.5 percent to 1 percent.

For holistic optimization, BD-bitrate increase 0.8 percent to 1.8 percent is not a bad
result. For example, the fast inter CU selection method based on pyramid motion
divergence [10] with BD-bitrate increase ranges from 1.1 percent to 2.7 percent. It
shows the increase of BD-bitrate in our experiments is indeed acceptable.

4 Conclusion

We propose optimization algorithm for intra and inter prediction process based on
texture feature and adjacent correlations. Our algorithm achieves remarkable encoding
time reduction with almost negligible increment of bit-rate compared to the HEVC,
especially applied in encoding high definition video sequences which have become
more and more common in multimedia network video transmission.
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